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Abstract 
Methods on multiple configuration sensor is an important theme in this domain. In order to break through the bottleneck of more 
than a majority to configure the system to achieve continuous transformation areas, the impact of the system close to the 
theoretical limit and configuration flexibility. Theory is studied based on the theory of Gaussian optical system error distribution 
and comprehensive balancing algorithm; Established the choose big type staring FPA detector, and adopt continuous design and 
diffraction technology advanced pure transmission type configurations; Global optimization method, developed at the top of such 
a system design thought and the optimization model. Results solved the wide spectrum, field, low distortion and MTF matching 
problem, research and evaluate the other aspects and so on as qualitative criterion to achieve application requirements. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Being multiple configuration systems what to achieve a large zoom ratio is continuous a conversion field, the 
effect is to make the system targets close to the theoretical limit, and have the flexibility of system configuration. For 
this purpose, in the field, in the integrated sensor system design methodology process, the core technology for a 
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thorough analysis, it is important to compromise factor in the implementation of mechanisms relatively traditional 
design methods and their advantages and disadvantages research, and the foundation is the theory and Gaussian error 
distribution of the optical system based on a comprehensive and balanced algorithm. 
Base on the analysis of the historical development of multiple structures zoom system, especially in recent years, 
with the improvement of optical design theory and process, how to change the focal length of a sensor system is a 
typical problem. Obviously, image quality gradually improved increasingly, and its application in various fields 
related to the design and processing are of great concern related. In the design process, the zoom system, solving the 
Gaussian optical parameters directly to affect the final image quality, early research work has been given the 
relationship between the optical compensation method and system wide compensation point Gaussian distribution 
parameters between hypothesis  and use on Gauss continued fraction method, to compensate for the mechanical 
zoom system also has a very comprehensive information on. Conventional zoom system can be divided into that 
positive group compensation, negative group, double and multiple group and so on. Regardless of the zoom system 
design, the initial structure solution of the system must be determined firstly by optical power distribution.  
In the process of seeking zoom system, how to find the system power distribution on each component and how to 
solve the initial structure has been considered a key and difficult issue. That is to say that, whether the power 
distribution is reasonable to determine the design of the system directly. Now most of the designers in the design of 
the optical zoom system is influenced by some experience established forms of exercise. They normally determine 
the power value based on years of experience, and this is compensated for traditional positive group and negative 
group compensation and other simple forms of zoom systems feasible, but movements or a full multiple component 
systems are very difficult to move in the zoom type which rely on each component of the power distribution, and this 
approach is not easily conducive to explore new component. For aim to breaking through the traditional method of 
calculation in zoom system which proposed by the distance between each component of each group to counter in a 
typical systems. Theoretically, a good solution can be obtained to meet any optical power distribution and movement 
forms which given some value of each component, and this method can be both to avoid some excessive reliance, 
and they can break the conventional design ideas, that not only for the traditional positive group compensation, 
compensation negative group, but also for complex multiple group form of exercise or even multiple sets of full 
motion form of finding new movement is a very good way. 
2. Methods 
The research is based on aberration theory, and Gaussian optical system error distribution and comprehensive 
balancing algorithm. 
2.1. Structure 
Systems resolution in sensors can be defined by this formula, in the ideal system, the diffraction image center 
bright spot diameter can be described as that, 
 
maxn/sin
22.12R
U
O                                                                     (1) 
Where,  R is the radius of the diffraction image, the center of bright spot; 
 ¬ is the wavelength of light;  
n  is the refractive index of the image space of the medium (due to the spatial image of the medium, 
typically air, so that n is 1);  
U is imaging light beam which convergence angle (an angle through the optical system and the main 
optical axis of light emitted).  
This formula applies to any calculation of the resolution of the optical system, such as telescopes, microscopes, 
engineering measuring instruments and so on.  
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Experiments show that, between two points can be resolved as open shortest distance approximately equal to the 
radius of the point as the central bright spot, then,  
                                                                                                                                                          (2) 
That is the ideal optical system diffraction resolution   
According to the luminosity distribution curve at this time, that can set as ,  
      
                                                                          (3) 
Where, K is defined as contrast, that is, we often say that the contrast concept, where E is the light intensity .  
A typical method to achieve resolution of the system is that the distribution of the optical power of the multiple 
structure of the system.  
 According to the Gaussian theory, focal power equal to the difference of the square beam convergence and 
things like square beam convergence degrees, it is characterized by the ability of an optical system deflects light. 
And  , the refractive power, as the spherical refractive power, is that, 
                                                                         
                                          
(4) 
where n' is the refractive index in the image space,  
n is the refractive index in the object side , 
 r is the radius of the sphere,  
f 'is the focal length in image, 
 f is the focal length in objective.  
The system power is generally expressed as the reciprocal of the focal length in the image side , and the refractive 
index in air is 1. The equation of the optical power of any optical system is universal.  
In a multiple structure of the system, in order to determine the optical power value of the system, it is necessary 
to know the distance between two working zoom component, and the system distance, the calculation formula is 
derived as four divided into three groups for the group of the formula.  
Base on Gaussian theory, one of the most important start is how to configure zoom sensor, while determine the 
basis of solution space distribution and establish balance algorithm. 
A typical zoom sensor system is described as four modules, which can be defined as that,  a focus unit, a variator, 
a compensator and a prime lens. It comprises four separately identifiable components. A focus unit, named Module1. 
Its effect is to provide fixed image. A variator, named Module2, during zoom course, which does a linear movement, 
and it take on change of system ratio. A compensator, named Module3, and when the variator does a linear 
movement, the compensator does a nonlinear movement. And It can make image location be a typical stabilization 
by a compensator provides. A prime lens, named Module4. Because the prime lens is looking at an image plane at a 
fixed position, therefore which forms the final image of the entire system at a fixed position. As a rule the movement 
of the compensator is between forward and back. 
If a variator and a compensator are defined as the zoom component, so this two module can achieved image 
location balance. Take a four module zoom system as an example, so there is conjugate relationship between them,  
that is why the reason lies on that any complex zoom problem can be concluded as two situations. 
 Most of zoom systems belong a global optimization. That can be described as that,  
                                             (5) 
  For achieving image compensate, we can get equation by a deduction, 
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    This is the variable equation when objective point of zoom core is in infinite. To module3, there is what  
33' dmfd  ' , we can get that by integral, 
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2.2. Coordinate System 
Essentially the totality of all the light ray radiation function in the space can be described clearly in a coordinate 
system. Plane u-v, the two-dimensional location information (u, v)  describe the core optical system, and the plane 
x-y, the two-dimensional describe the detector in the optics. According to the Gaussian theory, correlative 
parameters can be defined as figure 1. 
 
Fig.1. Coordinate System 
If the light field is presented as a sum of the position and angle information, while there a simple method can be 
find. For example, by adopting different viewpoints and different positions which can capture a series of pictures. 
This is the  fundamental coordinate system. 
3. Results 
Base on general global optimization theory established with up-down and bottom-up method of designing 
expatiated thoroughly, the correlative hypothesis has been validated on mainly multiple configuration system design. 
The problems chiefly noticed here is that how to achieve the better solutions according to the relationship among 
three main elements of optimization, that is model parameterization, optimization algorithm and merit function, 
what is discussed upon system optimization tasks. If 1 to n Group have been arranged, these experiments can be 
described in figure 2. 
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Fig.2. Multiple configuration system  
There are four kinds of form experiment have been arranged as that, system component Group1 is fixed, 
independent movement has happened between the component Group2 and Group3, achieve mutual compensation 
and image correctly, in order to achieve continuous zoom in this multiple configuration system. Then, Group2 is 
fixed, independent movement has happened between Group1 and Group3. Then, Group3 is fixed only, and so on. 
Then, independent movement has been arranged among Group1, Group2 and Group3, and the relationship among 
these Groups have been established to find the most suitable solutions.  
4. Conclusions 
Solutions is recommended as the most efficient and economical method, while by used to improve the multiple 
configuration system performance. Several methods were considered in the selection. Some Group is fixed, while 
some Groups are controlled to make movement, or all Groups are controlled to finished movement. Base on these, 
there are several advantages are marked. Firstly, all Groups are controlled to finished movement is the most suitable 
method to improve the probability on finding best solution. Secondly, the solution is helpful to develop the 
advanced configuration and to improve the systems resolution in sensors. 
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